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Shell model Monte Carlo investigation of rare earth nuclei
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We utilize the shell model Monte Carlo method to study the structure of rare earth nuclei. This work
demonstrates the first systematic full oscillator shell with intruder calculations in such heavy nuclei. Exact
solutions of a pairing plus quadrupole Hamiltonian are compared with the static path approximation in several
dysprosium isotopes fromA5152 to 162, including the odd massA5153. Some comparisons are also made
with Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov results from Baranger and Kumar. Basic properties of these nuclei at various
temperatures and spin are explored. These include energy, deformation, moments of inertia, pairing channel
strengths, band crossing, and evolution of shell model occupation numbers. Exact level densities are also
calculated and, in the case of162Dy, compared with experimental data.

PACS number~s!: 21.60.Cs, 21.60.Ka, 27.70.1q, 21.10.Ma
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to develop an improved microscopic und
standing of the structure of rare earth nuclei, i.e., an und
standing based on the behavior of individual nucleons in
nucleus. Toward that end we solve the shell model syst
atically in a full oscillator shell basis with intruders for th
first time in rare earth nuclei using the Monte Carlo~SMMC!
technique; calculations using other methods have been
stricted to a severely truncated model space. SMMC allo
us to trace structural rearrangements within nuclei indu
by changes in temperature and spin, so that we may obta
clearer microscopic picture of general structural features
this region of the periodic table.

We assume an effective two-body nucleon-nucleon in
action and perform a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformat
to obtain a path integral representation for the partition fu
tion, which is then evaluated by Monte Carlo methods~see
Sec. II! to produce an exact shell model solution within s
tistical errors; this substantially enhances the predic
power of the nuclear shell model for some observables.
deed, direct diagonalizations of the shell model Hamilton
in a full basis have been limited toA;50, while we present
calculations forA;150.

We examine how the phenomenologically motivated pa
ing plus quadrupole interaction compares in exact s
model solutions vs Baranger and Kumar’s HFB treatm
and the static path approximation~SPA!. We also examine
how the model solutions compare with experimental da
There have been efforts recently by others to use SPA
culations, since it is simpler and faster.~See @1,2# as ex-
amples. Note that Rossignoli and co-workers use the SP
the ‘‘natural’’ decomposition while the SPA here is done
the density decomposition.! In particular, it is useful to know
not only if phenomenological pairing plus quadrupole ty
interactions can be used in exact solutions for large mo
spaces, but also if the parameters require significant re
malization because this affects the accuracy of the SPA.
0556-2813/2000/61~3!/034303~15!/$15.00 61 0343
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We study a range of dysprosium isotopes (Z566,86<N
<96), which exhibit a rich spectrum of the behaviors such
shape transitions, level crossings, and pair transfer that h
been observed in the rare earths. These results should t
fore apply quite generally in the rare earth region, althou
the immediate work focuses on dysprosium. We have
lected this element since the half-filled proton shell mak
the model spaces particularly large.

A previous paper discussed SMMC for the test ca
170Dy, which does not exist as a stable nucleus@3#. The work
presented here is much more systematic and thorough. A
rithm improvements subsequent to@3# have increased the
computational execution by a factor of 10 or more and ha
allowed us to calculate the rare earths at lower temperatu
nuclear shapes are calculated using the correct calcul
quadrupole variance~not just a constant!, and pairing opera-
tors not used in@3# are calculated.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Shell model diagonalization is still limited toA;50 in the
0 f 1p shell @4#. In contrast, SMMC determines thermal o
servables, but explicit wave functions are never construc
this is the key to how the predictive power of the shell mod
is extended so tremendously. The method is far less dem
ing on machine storage and there is no need to perform
nipulations with the exponentially increasing numbers
variables that are encountered in direct diagonalizati
SMMC storage scales likeNs

2Nt , whereNs is the number of
single-particle shell model states andNt is the number of
time slices~see below!.

No known discrepancies exist between SMMC and dir
diagonalization in cases where the comparison has been
sible. This includes odd mass nuclei computed for appro
ate temperatures. Realisticf p and sd shell solutions using
modified KB3 and Brown-Wildenthal interactions, respe
tively, agree with experiments@5#. These results give us
high degree of confidence in the SMMC technique.

As with any shell model, an effective nucleon-nucle
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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interaction must be specified. We use the well-known pair
plus quadrupole interaction as formulated by Baranger
Kumar @6#. The Hamiltonian is

Ĥ5Ĥsp2GpP̂p
†P̂p2GnP̂n

†P̂n2
x

2
Q̂•Q̂ ~1!

with Q̂5Q̂p1Q̂n . The pairing and quadrupole operators a
defined as

P̂J50
† 5(

jm
~2 ! j 2m1 l â jm

† â j 2m
† , ~2!

Q̂•Q̂5 (
i , j ,k,l

^ i uQmuk&^ l uQmu j &âi
†â j

†âl âk , ~3!

whereQm5r 2Y2m(u,f) as usual. The single-particle ene
gies are also taken from Baranger and Kumar@6#.

Effective charges are incorporated to account for core
larization to fit measured electric quadrupole transit
strengths. The electric quadrupole operator, with effec
chargesep anden , is

Q̂5epQ̂p1enQ̂n . ~4!

A. Method and sign problem

Detailed procedures for the SMMC are explained fully
@5# and references therein. We provide no further expla
tion, except as regards the ‘‘sign problem.’’

We define F[Tr Ûs /uTr Ûsu as the sign for a given
Monte Carlo sample, whereÛs is defined as

Ûs5ÛNt
ÛNt21•••Û1 , ~5!

Ûn5e2Dbĥs. ~6!

ĥs is the one-body Hamiltonian for the auxiliary field co
figurations andb is the inverse temperature. In SMMC, th
partition function path integral is divided intoNt time steps
of sizeDb so thatb5NtDb. Hence, the complete evolutio
operator is expressed as a product of operators in each
step. In these studies, we use the canonical~number projec-
tion! formalism to evaluate the trace.

If F is not equal to 1, numerical instabilities can aris
This has become widely known as the Monte Carlo ‘‘si
problem.’’ The simple phenomenological pairing plus qua
rupole interaction~without addedpn pairing! does not have
an inherent sign problem. However, sign problems can a
even with this simple interaction if time-reversal symme
is broken, as when odd masses are studied or the syste
cranked by adding a term2v Ĵz to Ĥ. In these studies, the
sign violation turned out to be minor for odd mass grou
states and canonical ensemble cranking was limited tov
<0.3 MeV. Experimentally, these nuclei are observed
v'0.6 MeV @7#.
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B. Shapes and moments of inertia

The quadrupole expectation values^Qm& vanish under ro-
tational symmetry. However, for a given Monte Car
sampleQm will have some finite, nonzero value. We calc
late Qi j 53xixj2d i j r

2 for each sample and relate its eige
values to the quadrupoleb andg deformation parameters, a
done previously with SMMC@8,3#. The intrinsic frame for
each sample with a field configurations has nonzero com-
ponentsQ08 andQ285Q228 as

^Q08&s5
3

2p
A4p

5
^r 2&sbs cosgs ,

^Q28&s5
3

2p
A4p

5
^r 2&s

bs

A2
sings . ~7!

In terms of eigenvaluesQ118 , Q228 , andQ338 of Qi j give

^Q118 &s5A2p

5
@A3@^Q28&s1^Q228 &s!2A2^Q08&s#,

^Q228 &s5A2p

5
@2A3~^Q28&s1^Q228 &s!2A2^Q08&s#,

^Q338 &s52A4p

5
^Q08&s .

We can also calculate the free energyF(b,g) to construct
shape contour plots. This is done using

F~b,g!52T ln
P~b,g!

b3sin 3g
. ~8!

P(b,g) is the shape distribution as a function of the defo
mation coordinates (b,g) andT is the temperature. Plots ar
truncated at smallg for an obvious reason. All shape plo
discussed in this paper are for the mass quadrupole and
not for electric quadrupoles.

Moments of inertia are calculated in the cranked Ham
tonian (Ĥ→Ĥ2v Ĵz) usingI25d^Ĵz&/dv. We expect mo-
ments of inertia to initially increase as the nucleus is cran
and then to decrease when pairs are broken.

C. Pairing composition

Pairing correlations in nuclei can be studied by calcul
ing pairing strengths in different spins for protons and ne
trons. For like particle pairs, define the pair creation opera
as

AJM
† 5

1

A11dab

@ â j a

† 3â j b

† #JM~2 ! l b ~9!

where

@ â j a

† 3â j b

† #JM5 (
ma ,mb

~ j amaj bmbuJM!â j a

† â j b

† . ~10!
3-2
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Note that we consider only like particle pairing, i.e
proton-proton and neutron-neutron@Eq. ~1!#. Now let a
5( j a , j b) anda85( j c , j d). Using the pair creation operato
a matrixMa,a8

J can be constructed as

Ma,a8
Jp

5(
M

^AJM
† ~ j a , j b!AJM~ j c , j d!&, ~11!

from which we can then define a pairing strengthPJ as

PJp5 (
a>a8

Ma,a8
Jp . ~12!

The correlated pair strength, which is more useful, is
tained by subtracting uncorrelated mean field pairs from
total PJp defined above. A Fermi gas has generally be
used for the mean field with SMMC. Lettingnk5^âk

†âk& and

substituting n2n1(d23d142d24d13) for ^â1
†â2

†a3a4& in Eq.
~11! yields the Fermi gas mean field pair strengthPMF

Jp . In
this case, of course, we could use the SPA occupations a
‘‘mean field’’ to subtract from the complete pairing plu
quadrupole solutions.

Even-even nuclei have correlated ground states, so
expect an excess ofJ50 pairs beyond the mean field i
even-even ground states. The hallmark for a pair conden
is the existence of one eigenvalue ofMa,a8

Jp that is much
greater than all the rest.

The pair matrix can be diagonalized to find the eige
bosonsBaJMp

† as

BaJMp
† 5(

ab
caJMp~ab!AJMp

† ~ab!, ~13!

wherea51,2, . . . labels the various bosons with the sam
angular momentum and parity. ThecaJp are the eigenvec
tors of the diagonalization, i.e., the wave functions of t
boson, and satisfy the relation

(
j aj b

caJp* cmJp5dam . ~14!

These eigenbosons satisfy

(
M

^BaJMp
† BgJMp&5naJpdag , ~15!

where the positive eigenvaluesnaJp are the number ofJp
pairs of typea.

D. Backbending

We can monitor the pair strength for neutrons coupled
J512 as a signature for the anticipated band crossing
backbending. The only orbital in our model space that c
produce this coupling is the neutroni 13/2 level. We do not
monitor backbending by mapping out the typical backbe
ing plot of I vs v because the backbend in the plot requi
a multivalued solution ofI, whereas SMMC always produce
a single-valued solution from the statistical ensemble.
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E. Level density in shell model Monte Carlo

SMMC is an excellent way to calculate level densitie
E(b)5^Ĥ& is calculated for many values ofb, which then
determines the partition functionZ as

ln@Z~b!/Z~0!#52E
0

b

db8E~b8!; ~16!

Z(0) is the total number of available states in the space.
level density is then computed as an inverse Laplace tra
form of Z. Here, the last step is performed with a sadd
point approximation:

S~E!5bE1 ln Z~b!, ~17!

r~E!5~2pb22C!21/2 exp~S!, ~18!

whereb22C[2dE/db. SMMC has been used recently t
calculate level densities in iron region nuclei@9#. Here, we
present the first exact level density calculation for the mu
heavier Dy.

Nuclear level densities in the static path approximat
have previously been investigated by Alhassid and Bush
a simple solvable Lipkin model@10#. The simple Lipkin
Hamiltonian does not include pairing, however. These
thors found the SPA to be superior to the mean field appro
mation and the difference between the two depended on
teraction strength.

F. Recap on interaction and model space

It is fortunate that the elementary pairing plus quadrup
interaction does not break the Monte Carlo sign so that ng
extrapolation is required. The calculation of level densities
also simplified, since accurate results require very low sta
tical uncertainties@9#.

We do not include isovector proton-neutron (pn) pairing
in the interaction. This is a reasonable assumption sincef p
shell calculations with SMMC have shown clearly that
ovectorpn correlations diminish quickly asN exceedsZ and
we are not atN;Z @11#. Further, in our case the valenc
protons and neutrons occupy different oscillator shells. To
sure, somepn correlations are included via the isoscal
quadrupole interaction (2Q̂p•Q̂n), but any observable tha
depends strongly onpn correlations such as the Gamow
Teller strength will not be accurately determined with th
interaction.

We chose one shell each for protons (sdg) and neutrons
(p f h) with the opposite parity intrudersh11/2 and i 13/2, re-
spectively. The space encompasses 32 proton levels an
neutron levels. The oscillator length,b5A\/mv0, was taken
to be 1.01A1/6 fm.

With this space, Dy has sixteen valence protons so
the proton shell is half filled. The number of valence ne
trons varies from four in152Dy to fourteen in 162Dy. This
model space is identical to the one used by Kisslinger
Sorensen@12#, but is smaller than the two-shell spac
Baranger and Kumar used.
3-3
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We have also done some calculations in a larger sp
including the unique-parity orbits below our original mod
space (g9/2 for protons andh11/2 for neutrons!. These results
are discussed last.

G. Static path approximation and mean field

The static path approximation is the one-time-slice lim
of the partition function path integral and is obviously eas
implemented in SMMC. The mean field approximation is t
saddle point estimation of the path integral; neither inclu
imaginary time-dependent terms. The SPA differs fro
mean field since the integral over time-independent auxili
fields in the SPA is done exactly, so that contributions fro
multiple configurations~even with large fluctuations! are in-
cluded rather than just the single, steepest-descent m
field.

Static path calculations do not do as well with realis
interactions as with schematic interactions, e.g., pairing p
quadrupole. Also, the accuracy of the approximation va
among operators, as will be demonstrated in Sec. III.

III. RESULTS

A. Static path approximation versus full solution: Static
properties

1. Energy, spin, and quadrupole moments

Comparisons of the SPA and full path solutions for t
static observables energy^H&, spin ^J2&, and mass quadru
pole moment^Q2& are shown for the experimentally de
formed, transitional, and spherical isotopes in Figs. 1~a!–
1~i!. A few of the full canonical calculations do not exten
quite as low in temperature as the SPA results due to num
cal instability developing from multiple matrix multiplica
tions. Error bars in these plots are smaller than the dot s

FIG. 1. ~a!–~c! Energy, spin, and quadrupole moment for156Dy.
~d!–~f! Energy, spin, and quadrupole moment for154Dy. ~g!–~i!
Energy, spin, and quadrupole moment in152Dy.
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and are therefore not shown. Also, note that the quadrup
moments are expressed as^Q2&/b4, whereb is the oscillator
length.

The SPA energy is greater than the exact energy, ex
at very high temperatures, for all three of these nuclei; at
lowest temperatures, the difference is a few MeV. The ori
of this discrepancy will be discussed below~Sec. III A 2!.
The difference between SPA and exact canonical gro
state energies is 2.3960.15 MeV for 152Dy and 2.59
60.18 MeV for 156Dy, so there is not a significant discrep
ancy between the lighter and heavier isotopes. Thus, the
does not predict absolute energies accurately, but works
for relative differences. The partition function integral
SMMC is always divided into time steps of fixed sizeDb,
which is fixed at 0.0625 MeV21. As the temperature 1/b
increases the number of time slices in the exact partit
function expression decreases. Hence, it is not surprising
the SPA is more accurate for higher temperatures.

Looking at ^J2& shows that the SPA calculations on
cool to aboutJ58 –10 for even the lowest calculated tem
peratures, while the even-even ground states are, of cou
J50. In these canonical SMMC calculations,J50 is not
exactly reached even in the full canonical calculations
cause the thermal ensemble always includes contribut
from higher energy states. An estimate for theb required for
good filtering to the even-even ground states isb
51/E(21

1), whereE(21
1) is the measured energy of the fir

21 state. Thisb value varies fromb51.6 MeV21 for
152Dy to b511.5 MeV21 for 162Dy as E(21

1) varies from
0.614 to 0.087 MeV.

The thermal spin expectation̂J2& can, in principle, be
compared against the experimental spectra. However,
never experimentally knows all the states in a nucleus
such a direct comparison is difficult except at low excitati
energies, which are dominated by the well-known grou
state band. The difference in̂J2& between SPA and full
canonical solutions at the lowest temperatures is 58
152Dy, 74 for 154Dy, and 91 for156Dy. Hence, the deviation
is worse with increasing deformation in these isotopes.

The SPA works very well for the quadrupole momen
This result is also very robust, i.e., strengthening or weak
ing the couplingx beyond the nominal Baranger-Kuma
value does not affect the agreement between SPA and e
results.

More information about the static quadrupole moment
pears in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!, where the proton and neutron qua
rupole components are shown separately. The neutron q
rupole moment increases quickly from152Dy to 154Dy and
increases much more slowly after the onset of deformatio
156Dy. The proton quadrupole moment, meanwhile, rema
approximately fixed for all the isotopes studied.^Qv

2& in-
creases rapidly asA increases from 154 to 162. Relative
^Q2& it is only 8.5% @Fig. 2~a!#, but the total quadrupole
moment atb56 MeV21 is 46% larger for162Dy than for
156Dy (1221b4 vs 834b4). ^Qv

2&/^Q2& is roughly 10% for all
isotopes, whereQv is the isovector quadrupole operat
(Qp2Qn).
3-4
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Another comparison between SPA and full canonical c
culations is how quickly the solutions cool for various o
servables. For example, in152Dy ^H& appears to have sta
bilized by b56 MeV21 in both the SPA and the ful
solution. The spin̂ J2& and quadrupole moment^Q2& also
appear to have minimized nearb56 MeV21 in the SPA
and exact calculations. Similar results are evident in
other nuclei, except for̂J2& in 156Dy, which is clearly de-
creasing still in the SPA forb58 MeV21, the largest value
for which the calculation could be done.

2. Pairing energy and gaps

Some insight can be had by looking at the pairing ene
and gaps. The quadrupole energy,20.5x^Q̂•Q̂& in the SPA
agrees well with the full canonical solution, but the to
energies in the SPA shown above have clear deviations f
the exact canonical results. The difference in^H& is due to
the pairing energy. The accuracy of the SPA in the pair

FIG. 2. SPA and exact canonical solutions for quadrupole
servables in selected dysprosium isotopesA5152 to A5162. All
results are forb56 or T50.167 MeV. ^Qv

2& is defined as (Qp

2Qv)2 andb is the oscillator length.
03430
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interaction depends strongly on the pairing strength and
naturally better for weaker pairing.

The pairing energies and BCS pair gaps for152–156Dy are
shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~f!. The latter were obtained from th
pairing energies byDBCS

2 /G5Hpair . The disagreement be
tween SPA and exact calculations looks worse for proto
but recall that there are 16 valence protons and just 4
valence neutrons in these isotopes.

B. B„E2… and effective charges

The reduced electric quadrupole transition stren
B(E2) is computed from

B~E2!5^~epQ̂p1enQ̂n!2&, ~19!

whereep and en are effective proton and neutron charge
We have takenep511x,en5x. Results are shown in Tabl
I and Fig. 4, where it has been assumed that the totalB(E2)
calculated in SMMC is the same asB(E2;21

1→01
1). Effec-

tive charges in column 3 and column 4 are fitted to measu
B(E2) values. Typical effective charges in rare earths
approximatelyep(n)52(1), sothese values are in a reaso
able range.

-

FIG. 3. Pairing energy in152Dy ~a!, 154Dy ~b!, and 156Dy ~c!.
BCS pair gaps are shown for152Dy ~d!, 154Dy ~e!, and 156Dy ~f!.
TABLE I. SMMC B(E2) vs measuredB(E2;21
1→01

1) with specified effective charges.B(E2) in W.u.
Errors are statistical Monte Carlo sampling errors. Column 6,B(E2) for SMMC/BK ep(n), is theB(E2)
obtained from SMMC calculated quadrupole moments with Baranger-Kumar effective charges.

A N ep en B(E2) B(E2) B(E2)
SMMC SMMC/BK ep(n) Expt.

152 86 1 0 1360.2 N/A 13
154 88 1.5 0.5 9760.2 N/A 97
156 90 1.75 0.75 14660.6 126.460.5 146
162 96 1.75 0.75 19960.7 150.160.5 199
3-5
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Table I and Fig. 4 also show whatB(E2) strength would
be obtained from SMMC quadrupole moments w
Baranger-Kumar charges. This illustrates how a sm
change in the effective charge can produce a comparati
large change in theB(E2). For 162Dy, the 7% difference in
ep when using Baranger-Kumar charges leads to a 2
change inB(E2).

The collectivity of a nucleus, and thus theB(E2) value,
varies with the energyE(21

1). The effective proton charge
ep is plotted againstE(21

1) in Fig. 5. For the SMMC results
the neutron effective charge needs to be zero for sphe

FIG. 4. SMMC results forB(E2;21
1→01

1) for dysprosium iso-
topes. Results also shown in deformed cases (A5156, A5162) for
strengths calculated with SMMC quadrupole moment a
Baranger-Kumar effective charges.

FIG. 5. Effective charge vsE(21
1) in Dy. Shown for Baranger-

Kumar effective charge in deformed nuclei,ep5111.5Z/A, and
fitted SMMC charges.E(21

1)5614 keV is spherical152Dy and
E(21

1)5335 keV is 154Dy. The other points are for deforme
156Dy and 162Dy.
03430
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152Dy to avoid severely overestimating theB(E2;21
1→01

1)
strength as it is calculated above. The fitted effective cha
is ep51.75 for the deformed isotopes and it is intermedia
for 154Dy. This is a reflection of the fact that exact solutio
for the mean field interaction yield lighter dysprosium
which are too deformed~Sec. III E!; the effective charge
should be constant.

It should be noted that Baranger and Kumar did not c
culateB(E2) values for spherical nuclei in the same way
for deformed nuclei, i.e., they did not take effective charg
for spherical nuclei asep5111.5Z/A, en51.5Z/A. For
spherical nuclei, they combined phonon and rotational mo
properties~see@6#, p. 552!. They usedE(21

1)5(C/B)1/2 and
B(E2,0→2)}Z2R0

4(BC)21/2 from the phonon model with
the relationQs}B(E2)1/2. TheseE(21

1) predictions are not
very good~Table II!.

C. Static path approximation versus full solution: Cranking

1. Sign limits on cranking

Recall from Sec. II A that cranking degrades the Mon
Carlo sign from unity and that calculations become impr
tical when the sign drops below 0.5. This is illustrated f
both full canonical and SPA results for156Dy in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!. Error bars are not displayed in these figures sin
they are small; the statistical error inF for b56 MeV21

andv50.3 MeV is 0.04. Canonical cranking in this nucleu
is limited to small frequencies forb58 MeV21, as evi-
denced by the quick drop in sign fromv50.05 MeV tov

d

TABLE II. Some sphericalE(21
1) values from Baranger-Kuma

@6#. Energies in keV.

E(21
1)expt E(21

1) theor

138Ba 1438 2767
140Ba 602 2006
140Ce 1596 2531
142Ce 641 1772
144Ce 397 1095

FIG. 6. Monte Carlo sign for canonical~a! and SPA~b! crank-
ing in 156Dy.
3-6
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FIG. 7. Canonical vs SPA cranking results
156Dy for energy~a! and~b!, spin~c! and~d!, and
quadrupole moment~e! and~f!. Error bars are not
shown for SPA results since they are smaller th
the symbols.
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50.1 MeV. The canonical cranking is fairly good forb
<6 MeV21, especiallyb<4 MeV21. SPA cranking pre-
dictably has better sign properties. In the SPA,156Dy can be
cranked well out tob58 MeV21, which is the approximate
limit of temperature that can be reached in this nucleus w
out matrix stabilization.

2. Energy, spin, and quadrupole moments again

Energy, spin, and quadrupole moments at various t
peratures are compared at different cranking frequencie
exact canonical and SPA methods. Calculations for156Dy
appear in Figs. 7~a!–7~f!. Energy results for the SPA at dif
ferent cranking frequencies mirror the full canonical resu
In the range 5<b<8 MeV21, or 0.2<T
<0.125 MeV, v50.1 MeV lies at small excitation energ
e above thev50 baseline,v50.2 MeV lies roughly 3e
above the baseline, andv50.3 MeV is excited by approxi-
mately 6e abovev50.

The spin results reveal that^J2& in the SPA is higher than
the exact canonical result untilT>1 MeV when v
<0.2 MeV. However, forv50.3 MeV, the SPA agree
well with the exact solution. The exact solution is not sho
for b58 MeV21 at this frequency due to numerical diffi
culties. The SPÂ J2& for v50.2 MeV is very flat across
the computed temperature range, 0.125<T<1 MeV. As
with the exact solution,̂J2& decreases with rising tempera
ture for v50.3 MeV.

Quadrupole results with cranking are similar to thev
50 results in that the quadrupole moment does not cha
when the temperature is decreased below 200 keV at
frequency studied here. Note that the quadrupole results
plotted vsv for various temperatures. At the lowest tempe
tures, the quadrupole moment begins to decrease aftev
50.15 MeV in the canonical case. It decreases afterv
50.1 MeV in the SPA; however,v50.15 MeV is not
03430
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-
in

.

ge
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computed there so it is difficult to say if the quadrupo
moment is declining at frequency 0.1 or 0.15 MeV in t
SPA. The SPA agrees very well with the exact solution
^Q2& at all temperatures and cranking frequencies compu

3. Moments of inertia

The Jz variation with cranking frequency determines th
moment of inertia. Results for156Dy are displayed in Figs.
8~a! and 8~b! for both canonical and SPA cases.

The moment of inertiaI2 for 156Dy is 44.667 \2/MeV
in the exact canonical ensemble atJ'4 with b
58 MeV21 and is 73.062 \2/MeV at the samev in the
SPA. At this temperature,T50.125 MeV, the SPA momen

FIG. 8. ~a! and ~b! ^Jz& for canonical and SPA cranking in
156Dy. ~c! and~d! J512 pair strength in canonical and SPA cran
ing in 156Dy. J512 pair strength comes exclusively fromi 13/2.
3-7
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of inertia is 64% larger than the exact result. The experim
tal moment of inertiaI2540 \2/MeV at J54, which
matches the SMMC canonical result. Also, the rigid bo
moment of inertia for 156Dy with (b,g)5(0.24,0) is
73 \2/MeV. This coincides with the SPA moment of inerti

The moment of inertia as a function of frequency is pl
ted in Fig. 9. As discussed in Sec. II D, the moment of ine
calculated with SMMC in a backbending region can be m
leading because SMMC cannot produce a multivalued s
tion. As discussed in the next section, the band crossing
curs around v50.15 in the full canonical ensembl
calculation. From Fig. 9, we see that the moment of ine
peaks nearv50.125 in SMMC and peaks at slightly lowe
spin nearv50.075 in the SPA.

D. Band crossing

The pairing strength forJ512 pairs in 156Dy, which can
be produced only fromi 13/2 neutron pairs, is shown in Figs
8~c! and 8~d!. The strengthPJ512 begins to increase quickly
in the canonical case for (b,v)5(8,0.15), which corre-
sponds toJ51661. In the SPA,PJ512 increases sharply
beyond (b,v)5(8,0.1), which corresponds toJ514. The
increasingJ512 pair strength coincides with declining mo
ment of inertia~Fig. 9!.

The occupations of both the protonh11/2 and neutroni 13/2
intruder orbitals for156Dy are given in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!.
The proton intruder occupation is comparatively stable o
this same spin range at each temperature. However, it is c
that thei 13/2 occupation is increasing with spin, particular
for lower temperatures, as expected. Theh11/2 occupation
number decreases slightly with temperature for all frequ
cies computed. Occupation shifts slightly topd5/2. For b
56 MeV21, the maximum spinJz corresponds toJ'32
and forb51 MeV21, the maximum spin isJ'28. Unfor-
tunately for b56 MeV21, or T5167 keV, the Monte
Carlo sign is reduced to 0.4 at the maximum spin sho
~recall Fig. 6!. At b51 MeV21, however, the sign is stil
very stable at 0.96.

FIG. 9. SMMC vs SPA moment of inertia in156Dy. Moment of
inertia is in units\2/MeV.
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E. Shape versus temperature and spin

Nuclear shapes have also been computed to clarify h
the shape varies with temperature and spin. Temperat
and frequencies for these calculations are given in the fig
captions. In all shape graphs, theb axis is radial and the
other axis is theg axis. Results for152Dy at temperatures
from T50.25 MeV to T52 MeV are shown in Fig. 11.

FIG. 10. Occupation for protonh11/2 ~a! and neutroni 13/2 ~b! vs
spin.

FIG. 11. ~a! Shape atT50.25 MeV for 152Dy. Contour spacing
is 0.79 MeV.~b! Shape atT50.5 MeV for 152Dy. Contour spacing
is 0.64 MeV.~c! Shape atT52 MeV for 152Dy. Contour spacing is
2.9 MeV. Each plot is compiled from 2000 samples.
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The nucleus becomes increasingly spherical for rising te
perature.

Shapes for154Dy and 156Dy are shown in Figs. 12–14
These were all produced from the exact canonical ensem
except Fig. 13~f!, which was produced with the static pa
approximation. Cranked contour plots, such as Fig. 14~d! for
156Dy at (b,v)5(8,0.1), show the nuclei becoming increa

FIG. 12. Shape atT50.133 MeV for 154Dy from 4800
samples. Contour spacing is 0.92 MeV.

FIG. 13. ~a! Shape atT50.25 MeV andv50.05 (J'6) for
154Dy. 2560 samples. Contour spacing is 2.9 MeV.~b! Shape atT
50.25 MeV andv50.1 (J'8) for 154Dy. 2400 samples. Con
tour spacing 2.5 MeV.~c! Shape atT50.25 MeV andv50.2 for
154Dy. 2400 samples. Contour spacing 2.4 MeV.~d! Shape atT
50.5 MeV andv50.05 (J'10) for 154Dy. 3840 samples. Con
tour spacing 3.4 MeV.~e! Shape atT50.5 MeV andv50.2 (J
'20) for 154Dy. 1920 samples. Contour spacing 4.2 MeV.~f!
Shape atT50.125 MeV andv50.6 (J'50) for 154Dy in SPA.
Sign F50.5. 2000 samples. Contour spacing 1.2 MeV.
03430
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ingly gamma-soft with increasing spin. This is also true
the SPA@Fig. 13~f!#, which was utilized in this case since th
Monte Carlo sign for the exact calculation becomes too sm
to obtain useful results. There is no sign of oblate shap
this spin in 154Dy, as predicted by Cranmer-Gordonet al.
using a Nilsson-Strutinsky cranking model@13#. However,
the SMMC ground state deformation in154Dy with these
parameters is clearly too large. Maet al. @14# claimed evi-
dence for a return to some collectivity in154Dy from spin
361 to 481. The shape plot for154Dy at J;50 @Fig. 13~f!#
appears soft. The SMMCB(E2)55 W.u. at this spin using
the fitted effective charge.

Note that with increasingA in these isotopes, the groun
state deformation is roughly constant and the depth of
minimum increases. In fact for156Dy, the depth of the well is
roughly the same as the fission barrier (;40 MeV) @15#.
The very low temperature results for156Dy and 162Dy ~not
shown! do not coincide with the mean field.

Previously published shape plots from SMMC results
gamma-soft nuclei using a pairing plus quadrupole Ham
tonian with quadrupole pairing@16# did not exhibit this.
However, those nuclei are only weakly deformed (b
'0.05–0.15) while the dysprosiums withA>154 are well
deformed (b'0.3). For the dysprosium shapes in this pap
the unexpected depth of the potential well is evident only
well-deformed cases.

It is apparent from the above that the dysprosiums are
deformed in their ground states in the exact model calcu
tion. However,152Dy is known experimentally to be spher
cal. Baranger and Kumar did not calculate152Dy, though
they did calculate some other spherical isotopes. A sh
plot has also been constructed from SMMC results in140Ba

FIG. 14. ~a! Shape atT50.25 MeV for 156Dy. 2000 samples.
Contour spacing is 6.5 MeV.~b! Shape atT50.5 MeV for 156Dy.
2000 samples. Contour spacing is 6.9 MeV.~c! Shape atT
51 MeV for 156Dy. 2000 samples. Contour spacing is 2.0 Me
~d! Shape atT50.125 MeV for 156Dy with v50.1 MeV21. 4800
samples. Contour spacing is 3.0 MeV.
3-9
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for comparison with Baranger and Kumar~Fig. 15!. The
SMMC result for 140Ba agrees with the Baranger-Kumar r
sult; both calculations indeed show a spherical nucleus. T
isotope hasZ556 andN584. For the shell model spac
used, this becomes six valence protons and two valence
trons so that, unlike dysprosium, the proton shell is less t
half filled. The SMMC B(E2;2→0) is 5 W.u. using the
effective charge fitted for the dysprosiums. Reducing
quadrupole coupling to half its mean field strength s
yielded deformationb'0.3 for 156Dy with a deep potential.
However, reducingx to half the mean field strength return
152Dy to a spherical distribution which fits the measur
B(E2) strength with effective charges (ep ,en)5(1,0).

The equilibrium shape was also calculated in144Ba for
inverse temperatureb54 MeV21. 144Ba has E(21

1)
5199 keV@23# and deformationb50.19@24#. This nucleus
proved to be extremely deformed (b'0.45) in SMMC with
the Baranger-Kumar interaction parameters, but with a
formation well not nearly so deep as for theA>154 dyspro-
siums~Fig. 16!. In this case, the potential was only about 2
MeV deep. Baranger and Kumar did not calculate this i
tope, so direct comparison with them is not possible in t
case. Baranger and Kumar also made no claims that t
model is valid for nuclei at such extreme deformation@22#.

F. Odd A

As mentioned previously, the odd nucleon in an odd m
nucleus violatesT reversal symmetry and can break t
Monte Carlo sign, even with an interaction free from rep
sive contributions. Results from153Dy are shown below in
Figs. 17~a!–17~e!. In this case, for our simple Hamiltonia

FIG. 15. Shape atT50.25 MeV for 140Ba. 4000 samples. Con
tour spacing 0.42 MeV.

FIG. 16. Shape atT50.25 MeV for 144Ba. 2300 samples. Con
tour spacing is 0.7 MeV.
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the Monte Carlo sign behaves well and remains at 0.82
canonicalb510. Also, some of this reduction in sign may
fact be due to limits of numerical accuracy in the machin

1. Static observables

Results for static observables are quantitatively similar
the even-even results. The energy difference between the
canonical and SPA calculations atT5100 keV is 1.97
60.4 MeV @Fig. 17~a!#, which is a little less than the 2.4
60.16 MeV canonical-SPA energy difference in neighbo
ing 152Dy and the 2.1560.06 difference in154Dy. This dif-
ference is due to different pairing energies in these odd-e
and even-even isotopes. The discrepancy in^J2& between
SPA and full solutions isDJ2566 or DJ'8 @Fig. 17~b!#.
The ground state spin for153Dy is (7/2)2 so that ^J2&
515.75 and the first excited state is (3/2)2 at excitationE
5109 keV. Thus, the estimatedb needed for filtering the
ground state is reachable and^J2&51664 in the SMMC
canonical ensemble agrees very well with experime
Again, the SPA quadrupole moment in153Dy is in excellent
agreement with the full canonical calculation@Fig. 17~c!#.
The total pairing energy and BCS gaps@Figs. 17~d! and
17~e!# are similar to results in152Dy and 154Dy @Figs. 3~a!–
3~e!#.

Occupation numbers for protons and neutrons in the
nonical ensemble for153Dy appear in Figs. 18~a! and 18~b!.
As the temperature increases toT52 MeV, the proton oc-
cupation shifts only slightly to the highest orbitals. For ne
trons, however, there is a clear rise in thei 13/2 occupation.
The occupation numbers are also compared for full canon

FIG. 17. Energy~a!, spin ~b!, quadrupole moment~c!, pairing
energy ~d!, and BCS pair gap~e! in 153Dy for Baranger-Kumar
interaction strengths. Symbols for~e! match the symbols in~d!.
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SHELL MODEL MONTE CARLO INVESTIGATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 034303
vs SPA calculations in153Dy for b510 in Figs. 18~c! and
18~d!. These occupation numbers look very similar, thou
the agreement is slightly better for the protons. Pair
strengths are more revealing.

The pairing strengths in both proton and neutron chann
has also been computed@Figs. 19~a! and 19~b!#. The sum of
these eigenvalues, with no background subtraction, inp (n)
J501 channels is 2.30 (0.39) for the exact canonical so
tion and 1.70 (0.27) in the SPA. These values are stron
in the full canonical than in the SPA, as would be expec
from looking at Fig. 17~b!. For the protons, the difference i
the eigenvalue sum is mostly due to eigenvalue numbe
where the full canonical eigenvalue is more than twice
SPA result. These eigenvalues are otherwise distributed
similarly in the full and SPA results. A similar situatio
holds for the neutrons, where the first eigenvalue for the
canonical solution is more than double the SPA value. T
SPA in the density decomposition does not produce
nuclear pair condensate revealed in the exact calculation

FIG. 18. Proton and neutron occupations in153Dy. Results~a!
and ~b! are for the canonical ensemble atT50.1 MeV and T
52 MeV while ~c! and~d! are canonical vs SPA atT50.1 MeV.

FIG. 19. ~a! Pairing matrix eigenvalues for protons inJp501

for 153Dy at T50.1 MeV. ~b! Pairing matrix eigenvalues for neu
trons inJp501 for 153Dy at T50.1 MeV.
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2. Cranking

With cranking atb510 MeV21, the sign for 153Dy is
0.69 for v50.05 MeV, 0.52 forv50.1 MeV, and just
0.10 for v50.2 MeV. Recall that the sign forb
510 MeV21 in uncranked153Dy is 0.82. The moment of
inertia I2 is 49.663 \2/MeV in the limit v→0 for the
canonical calculation.

G. Level density

The level density results for154Dy are shown in Figs. 20
and 21. E(b) points are calculated at intervals ofDb
50.0625 to execute the saddle point inversion to the le
density r(E) @Eq. ~18!#. The level density@Fig. 20~a!# is
compared with a few parametrizations of backshifted Fe
gas formulas. The154Dy density is not directly compared
with experimental data since no measurements are availa
SMMC results are not as accurate for low temperatures
small excitation energies~E,1 MeV! since numerical errors
tend to be larger there. This is not a serious concern since
saddle point approximation itself is not really valid at th
lowest energies anyway. For the lowest energies, the den
of states is best determined by simple state counting fr
known experimental levels.

Three versions of Fermi gas density formulas are us
The first, labeled BBF witha519.25 andd51.0 in Fig.
20~a!, is the classic Bethe formula@17#:

r~E!5
1

12a1/4~E2d!5/4
exp@2Aa~E2d!#. ~20!

The calculation for 154Dy was done with a5A/8
519.25 MeV21 and the energy is backshifted asE2d for
d51 MeV for an even-even nucleus. This formula happe
to agree quite well with the SMMC prediction for the154Dy
density for energies above 2 MeV. Notice that solutions
this formula will diverge asE→d for positived, so the result
is shown only down to an energy where the density form
yields a sensible result.

Holmes, Woosley, Fowler, and Zimmerman~HWFZ! cal-
culate backshifted level densities as@18#

r~E!5
0.482

A5/6
~E2d!23/2 exp@2Aa~E2d!#. ~21!

The a parameters for HWFZ can depend on whether
nucleus is deformed or not. For154Dy, d50.89 MeV and
a522.28 MeV21 for spherical parameters anda520.05 for
the deformed parametrization. The spherical HWFZ curve
always slightly low and the magnitude tails off too quick
below E52.5 MeV as compared with the SMMC resu
HWFZ ~spherical! is too small by a factor 2.5 atE
510 MeV and too low by a factor of 4 atE51.5 MeV.
HWFZ ~deformed!, which has a smallera parameter, is
clearly a worse fit. It is more than an order of magnitu
smaller at E510 MeV and is six times smaller atE
51.5 MeV. The typical BBF a parameter, A/8, is
3-11
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FIG. 20. ~a! Level density for154Dy in SMMC shown with backshifted Fermi gas approximations. BBF5standard backshifted Beth
formula. HFWZ5parametrization of Holmes, Woosley, Fowler, and Zimmerman, and HWFZ-T5HWFZ formula with Cowan-Thielemann
Truran parameters. See text. HWFZ witha522.28 is for spherical154Dy parameters whilea520.05 is for deformed154Dy parameters. SPA
denotes the SPA result for the level density from SMMC.~b! SMMC result for 162Dy compared with the same backshifted Bethe form
approximations.
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19.25 MeV21 for A5154. This is smaller than the HWFZ
~deformed! density parameter and would make the fit ev
worse.

Cowan, Thielemann, and Truran@20# have modeled the
parametersd anda slightly differently from HWFZ. In this
paper, these are called HWFZ-T parameters. He has takd
as

d5D~Z,N!210/A ~22!

with

D~Z,N!5H 12/AA, even-even

212/AA, odd-odd

0, odd.

~23!

~24!

~25!

He obtained the density parametera from a fit to experimen-
tal densities at one neutron separation energy@19,20#. For
154Dy, this givesd50.90 anda519.58. The HWFZ-T level
density is somewhat lower than the calculated SMMC d
sity in 154Dy at all energies, but the slope agrees pretty w
with the SMMC calculation. The HWFZ-T magnitude
lower by a factor 15 atE510 MeV for 154Dy and a factor 6
for E'1.5 MeV.

Certainly for the case of154Dy, the most naive Bohr-
Mottelson Fermi gas formula works much better than
more carefully developed parametrizations of HWFZ a
Cowanet al.This serves as an example of the utility of mo
realistic SMMC calculations to determine nuclear level de
sities.

From the specific heat~Fig. 21! and the knownE vs b,
the 154Dy density calculation is expected to be valid up
10–15 MeV excitation before finite model space effects
in. The specific heat will increase with increasing tempe
ture. Eventually, however, the model space will become
hausted as the valence particles are all promoted as hig
energy as possible within the finite space. The turnover p
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whereCv stops decreasing is taken as the limit of validity f
the calculation. An inert core is assumed here at all time

The SPA level density for154Dy has also been calculate
and compared with SMMC~Fig. 22!. Here, the excitation
energy has been taken relative to the SPA ground state.
SPA level density agrees well with SMMC for low excitatio
energies, but is consistently lower for energies above 4 M
Recall that the SPA energyE vs b @Fig. 1~d!# agrees with the
full SMMC at high temperatures, but never cools complet
to the SMMC value for lower temperatures. ThusDE from
T50 toT5` is smaller in the SPA than in the full canonic
SMMC, and this difference of a couple of MeV makes
perceptible difference in the level density. AtE510 MeV,
the SPA density is smaller by a factor of 4.

It is in a sense peculiar that although the SPA ene
agrees well with the SMMC energy at high temperatures,
level density just mentioned above agrees worse at high t
peratures than at low. Whether the SPA level density app
better or worse for low or high temperatures depends
what ground state reference is used. A shifted plot with

FIG. 21. Heat capacity in154Dy.
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SHELL MODEL MONTE CARLO INVESTIGATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 034303
SPA energy referred to the SMMC ground state instead le
to better agreement at high temperatures and worse at
temperatures~Fig. 23!.

The heat capacity can be found in Fig. 24. This loo
similar to the full SMMC calculation except that the magn
tude of Cv is smaller except for the lowest temperatur
~highestb). The heat capacity has a sharp dropoff belowE
51 MeV for both SPA and full SMMC solutions. The he
curve implies that the SPA should be valid for up to about
MeV excitation. However, the SPA density clearly diverg
from SMMC well before this limit.

Similar calculations are shown for162Dy in Fig. 20~b!.
For the more deformed162Dy, the HWFZ-T formula works
comparatively well as Fermi gas estimates go, but is still
by a factor 3 nearE51 MeV and a factor 1.4 nearE
510 MeV. HWFZ in 162Dy is better than HWFZ-T at low
energies, but is clearly worse at higher energies. It is wit

FIG. 22. SPA vs SMMC level density in154Dy.

FIG. 23. SPA level density with energy shift in154Dy. See text
for explanation.
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a factor 2 of SMMC for E51 MeV and smaller than
SMMC by a factor of 3 atE510 MeV. In contrast to154Dy,
HWFZ fits very well for 162Dy using a5A/8
520.25 MeV21. The simple backshifted Bethe formul
fails badly here, however, especially for higher energies.

We determined that the level density calculation for th
isotope is valid up to excitations of 15–20 MeV. This
slightly higher than the valid range for the density in154Dy.

The comparison of SMMC density in162Dy with the
Tveter et al. @21# data is displayed in Fig. 25. The exper
mental method of Tveteret al. can reveal fine structure, bu
does not determine the absolute density magnitude.
SMMC calculation is scaled to facilitate comparison. In th
case, the scale factor has been chosen to make the cu
agree at lower excitation energies. From 1 to 3 MeV,
agreement is very good. From 3 to 5 MeV, the SMMC de
sity increases more rapidly than the data. This deviation fr
the data cannot be accounted for by statistical errors in ei

FIG. 24. SPA heat capacity in154Dy.

FIG. 25. SMMC density vs data in162Dy.
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the calculation or measurement. Near 6 MeV, the measu
density briefly flattens before increasing and this also
pears in the calculation, but the measurement errors
larger at that point.

The measured density includes all states included in
theoretical calculation plus some others, so that one wo
expect the measured density to be greater than or equal t
calculated density, and never smaller. We could have cho
our constant instead to match the densities for moderate
citations and let the measured density be higher than
SMMC density for lower energies~1–3 MeV!.

Comparing structure between SMMC and data is diffic
for the lowest energies due to statistical errors in the ca
lation, and comparison at the upper range of the SMM
calculation, i.e.,E'15 MeV, is unfortunately impossible
since the data only extend to about 8 MeV excitation ener

Level density information has also been calculated for
lighter nearer closed shell nucleus140Ba. This was done to
investigate possible systematic differences in level densi
Its level density is shown in Fig. 26 and the specific hea
Fig. 27. Unlike the dysprosiums, the calculated heat capa
curve in 140Ba is very flat.

H. Changing the model space

Whether or not one has included enough configuration
the model space is always an issue in these types of calc
tions. As mentioned in Sec. II F, we examined deformatio
and moments of inertia in an enlarged model space includ
the unique-parity orbit below our original space, i.e.,g9/2 for
protons andh11/2 for neutrons. The deformations of152Dy
and 156Dy remained unchanged. The moments of inertia
156Dy differ by only a few percent in the new model spa
and this difference was within the sampling errors of t
calculation. Thus, enlarging the model space in this way d
not seem to make any difference in the results. We furt
attempted calculations for the entire two-shell space used

FIG. 26. SMMC density in140Ba.
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Baranger and Kumar, but were unable to go tob values
higher than about 1 due to the prohibitive amount of co
puter time required.

IV. SUMMARY

The work has systematically laid the groundwork for a
plying the shell model in rare earths. Previous applicatio
have been plagued by severely truncated model spaces
advantage of being able to explore exact shell model s
tions in more expansive model spaces is to explain in fun
mental ways behaviors such as band crossings and pair
relations that have been previously understood fr
phenomenological models.

The static path approximation done in density decom
sition for this phenomenological pairing plus quadrupo
model works well for calculating deformation and relativ
energy differences between ground states of different
topes regardless of deformation. Additionally, deformatio
are well determined in the SPA for quadrupole coupli
strengths even a factor of 3 larger than the Baranger-Ku
mean field values.

The density decomposition SPA results for the pairi
energy and pair gaps are not as good, however, and the
crepancy is worse for increasing pair strengths. The SPA
overestimates the low-spin moments of inertia. However,
SPA does produce then i 13/2 band crossing at the predicte
spin for 156Dy. The SPA does not produce the ground st
nuclear pair condensate and pair gap; hence the discrepa
in energy and moments of inertia.

SPA in the ‘‘natural’’ decomposition might lead to bette
moment of inertia results. Additionally, we note that Ro
signoli, Ansari, and Ring have applied spin projection in t
SPA to improve agreement for^J2& at low T in deformed
systems@25#.

The low-spin SMMC moment of inertia in156Dy for this
Hamiltonian agrees well with experiment. As expected,
calculated moment of inertia initially increases and then
creases. The decreasing moment of inertia in156Dy is ac-

FIG. 27. SMMC heat capacity in140Ba.
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companied by risingJ512 pair strength, which is interprete
as a signal for thei 13/2 band crossing. This is seen in both th
SMMC and SPA results.

Deformations in the canonical ensemble with Barang
Kumar parameters agree with both Baranger-Kumar and
perimental results for isotopes tested that appear in their
per @6#, but deformations calculated for some other nuclei
not. Also, the deformation wells in dysprosiums withA
>156 are very deep at low temperatures, i.e., belowT
;0.25 MeV. The lightest isotope studied,152Dy, is clearly
too deformed in its ground state. The calculatedB(E2)
strengths require a reduced fitted effective charge forA
<154, confirming that the light dysprosiums are excessiv
deformed in their ground states for this Hamiltonian.
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